
Manufacturers and wholesalers  
of premium workspace furniture  
and accessories



Arrow was launched in 2009 to wholesale 
office furniture from the Lithuanian 
manufacturer Narbutas. Over 10 years later 
we still stock and distribute the excellent 
Narbutas range as well as manufacturing 
our own unique designs of furniture and 
accessory products, including our much 
loved Metalicon® range of monitor arms 
and other accessories.

In 2020 we acquired Hyphen Office 
Furniture in Sheffield allowing us to expand 
our warehouse and delivery capacities 
and further improve the service we offer 
our customers across the UK. We now 
hold around £1.5m of stock all available for 
immediate delivery by own delivery and 
installation teams on our own vehicle fleet.

We stock and sell our three brands 
of office furniture and accessories 
exclusively to the trade so we never 
compete with our dealers. Your business 
is our business, so we strive to support 
you with sales leads and extensive 
resources. Arrow’s sales and support staff 
mostly come from dealer backgrounds, so 
we can empathise with your challenges in 
a way other manufacturers can’t.



Furniture for the modern workplace

Narbutas design and manufacture  
modern, durable and functional  
furniture from their 36,600m² factory 
headquarters in Lithuania. 

Their team of over 700 staff perform 
woodworks, engineer and paint metal 
constructions and machine fabric to 
produce upholstered furniture components.

As Narbutas’ largest accredited partner-
distributor, we bring unique product 
expertise and unrivalled service to every 
workspace design project.

With Arrow not only can you order any 
item from the entire Narbutas range (no 
minimum order) but we also hold large 
amounts of Narbutas stock.

Large 
amounts 

of Narbutas 
furniture held  

in stock



Dynamic. Expressive. Enduring.

An ever growing range of ergonomic 
office furniture accessories.

Intelligently designed by our team of 
experts, the Metalicon® range was 
launched back in 2013 in response to 
a growing need for robust but refined 
accessories to support the office  
furniture market. We now supply our 
patented Metalicon® products to 
customers worldwide.

Free UK 
delivery on 

all Metalicon 
products



Form. Function. Intelligent design.

Our innovative range of contemporary 
furniture is designed to efficiently enable 
modern working environment and practice.

Everything we create aligns with our three 
core beliefs: it must look beautiful (form), 
work well for you (function) and be made 
in the most resource-effective manner 
(intelligent design). 

Redefine work as a place that feels right. 
Choosing furniture for the workplace 
should be a pleasure not a chore. Days 
spent in a well-designed workspace will 
be a pleasure too and an improved work-
ing environment invariably brings in-
creased productivity. 

Most 
Formetiq® 

products are 
held in stock



Single desks

Bench desks

Sit/Stand desks

Executive desks

Desks

Move executive sit/stand desk



Desking is the starting point for any 
office design and the most important 
piece of workspace furniture - where the 
workforce spend the majority of their time.

The Narbutas ranges of bench desks can 
be arranged to suit every conceivable 
office layout and offer various metal 
and wood leg options as well as various 
different desktop finishes.

Our new Formetiq® range of Alto 
electric sit/stand desks and benches 
includes a sleek 3 stage desk frame 
option with powerful twin motors and 
programmable Bluetooth control panel 
including advanced anti-collision with  
adjustable sensitivity.



Tables

Meeting tables

Conference tables

High tables

Media Walls

Coffee tables

Nova Wood HPL table range



Most of the desking system ranges 
offer meeting, conference and breakout 
tables in the same style with both metal 
and wooden leg options and MFC, 
veneer or HPL tabletop finishes.

Our Formetiq® Opto range of flexible 
conference tables includes flip-top, 
folding leg with castors and detachable 
leg options.



Storage

Pedestals

Cabinets

Shelves

Cupboards

Lockers

Wardrobes

Boxi storage towers



The Narbutas MFC storage ranges are 
designed to match with the desking and 
tables and are available with multiple 
finish combinations.

Modular systems can be built to fit 
into any office environment, whether 
against walls or doubling as room 
dividers and cater for filing, clothing 
and personal belongings. Secure 
storage lockers can be designed 
to make real visual impact with the 
addition of multiple colour finishes.

We stock units from the Uni & Uni  
Plus storage ranges as well as  
MFC pedestals.



Seating

Task chairs

Meeting chairs

Conference chairs

High chairs

Lounge chairs

Soft seating

Tango seating range



We offer seating to suit every environment 
and requirement from robust but flexible 
task and operator chairs to stackable 
conference chairs, comfortable lounge 
chairs in a huge choice of fabric options 
and flexible modular soft seating ideal for 
reception areas and entrance foyers.

Many chair ranges come with a choice of 
base options including metal and wooden 
legs or a swivel base with or without castors.



Screens & Booths

Desktop dividers

Modesty panels

Room dividers

Acoustic panels

Meeting booths

Workpods

Arcipelago Wood meeting booth



With Formetiq® desktop divider screens 
available in fabric or Perspex® and 
Narbutas acoustic fabric screens and 
panels available in a wide range of 
fabric colour options you can create a 
truly unique space to suit your exact 
requirements.

Meeting booths and workpods help to 
create quiet, private breakout spaces in 
any busy workspace environment.



Accessories

Monitor arms

Power modules

Cable management

CPU holders

Sit/stand accessories



The Metalicon® range of ergonomic 
office furniture accessories is designed 
to keep workspaces clear, tidy and 
comfortable to work at.

Our growing range of power modules 
offers everything required both on the 
desk and underneath, linking seamlessly 
together to reduce cable clutter and 
save valuable desk space.

We have engineered our cable 
management spines to be incredibly 
easy to install and adjust but difficult to 
break apart, thanks to the unique ‘twist-
not-pull’ linking system.



Home to several commercial interiors 
brands, 47 Gee Street is a fantastic 
venue for inspiration and resources for 
workspace design, fit-out and furnishing. 

The showroom includes Arrow Group’s 
Formetiq® workspace furniture and 
Metalicon® accessories, Vtec’s acoustic, 
decorative wall and ceiling panels,  
and Caffia’s coffee machines.

47 Gee Street, London EC1V 3RS
+44 (0)20 3620 5151

arrowgroup.com/showroom

Visit our London showroom 
in the heart of Clerkenwell Host your 

customers 
and get hands 

on with our 
products



+44 (0)1502 533 433
sales@arrowgroup.com

arrowgroup.com

HEADQUARTERS 
Compass House, Waveney Drive 
Lowestoft, NR33 0TP

LONDON SHOWROOM 
47 Gee Street 
Clerkenwell 
London, EC1V 3RS

MIDLANDS HUB 
Apex House, Unit 11c Farmwell Lane 
Castlewood Business Park 
South Normanton, DE55 2JX

UPHOLSTERY 
The Old Coachworks 
Rotterdam Road 
Lowestoft, NR32 2EX


